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Abstract 

Products nowadays are expected to have load-compliant designs as well as a 

high degree of individuality and design flexibility. In this context, topology 

optimization in combination with a redesign provides a possibility to generate 

load-compliant product designs. In terms of achieving a high individuality and 

design flexibility additive manufacturing processes like selective laser melting 

(SLM) can be used. 

SLM is an additive manufacturing process that creates a part layer by layer and 

each one in two steps. First, the outer contour is formed and afterwards the 

inner area. This separation ensures that a comparatively high contour accuracy 

is realized. However, at the same time it results in three areas (contour, 

interface and hatching) with different material properties due to different 

cooling rates. 

To consider these areas including their material properties in a topology 

optimization, a method is developed to interrupt the topology optimization 

after each iteration and export the smoothed interim result. Subsequently, the 

exported interim result is automatically divided into the three areas by offsets 

using the level set method.  

In this contribution, a 3D topology optimization is investigated that assigns 

different isotropic material properties to the corresponding areas after each 

iteration. After this assignment, the optimization is continued and the described 

procedure is repeated until the optimization fulfils its convergence criterion. 

Thus, the influence of such an interruption and change of material properties 

on the result of the topology optimization is analyzed on a simple part. 

The results depict, that the methodology tries to maximize the surface area, if 

Young’s modulus of the contour area is higher in comparison to the hatching 

area and if Young's modulus in the interface area is lower in comparison to the 

hatching area. In the future, the method will be extended to include 

experimentally measured material properties of the SLM process. 

1. Introduction 

Today, the trend is to manufacture products more individually and with greater 

design flexibility, while ensuring a load-compliant structure [1]. Additive 
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manufacturing (AM) processes such as selective laser melting (SLM), which 

create components in a layer-wise process, are suitable for this purpose. SLM 

does not require any shaping tools, which gives it a high degree of design 

flexibility compared to conventional manufacturing processes. [2] Therefore, 

SLM enables the production of load-compliant structures, which are mostly 

reflected in complex components, as well as high material utilization [3]. In 

order to determine such load-compliant structures for a given load case, a 

topology optimization is often used. Combining SLM with such a topology 

optimization represents an opportunity to generate simulative supported load-

compliant product designs in early phases of product development, while 

considering the manufacturing process. Therefore, a topology optimization 

method is currently in development with the aim of considering the material 

properties induced by SLM as well as applying them during the optimization. 

2. State of the Art 

Selective Laser Melting 

SLM is a powder bed-based AM process, which produces components layer by 

layer. For each printing layer (see Figure 1 a)) powder is applied and 

subsequently melted by a laser in two steps. First, the surface (contour area) is 

melted and consolidated, while the inner area (hatching area) is processed in 

the second step. This systematic procedure achieves a comparatively high 

contour accuracy. [4] Simultaneously, it causes porosity due to locally different 

cooling rates within the component at industrially relevant process speeds [5]. 

This porosity arises particularly in the so-called interface area, located between 

the contour area and the hatching area. In comparison, significantly less 

porosity occurs in the hatching area and almost none in the contour area (see 

Figure 1 b)). [6] 

 

 

a) Exemplary representation of the three 

porous areas 

b) CT scan to visualize the porosity 

distribution 

Figure 1: SLM-specific porosity distribution and the resulting areas 
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As a result, SLM creates three areas (contour, interface and hatching) that have 

different porosity distributions, which in turn lead to varying elastic material 

properties. In this context, an increasing porosity leads to a reduction in elastic 

material properties (Young's modulus and shear modulus). 

Topology Optimization 

In order to generate an initial design for the load-compliant structure of a 

component, commonly computer-aided methods such as topology optimization 

are used. Latter is based on the finite element method (FEM) and enables the 

identification of load paths within a given design area. The elements in this 

design area are iteratively adjusted during the individual optimization cycles in 

such a way that the result of the topology optimization is a load-compliant 

component structure with a simultaneous reduction in volume. [7] In density-

based topology optimization, two different approaches can be used in order to 

maximize or minimize an objective function, e.g. maximizing stiffness for a 

given volume reduction. The optimality criteria-based approach relies on the 

use of an optimality criterion that is specifically defined for a given objective 

function. The sensitivity-based approach, on the other hand, is based on the 

calculation and evaluation of sensitivities. Its advantage lies in the fact that 

additional restrictions such as a minimum wall thickness or a global strength 

restriction can be taken into account within the same optimization problem. [8] 

Both approaches share that their material models are mostly isotropic and 

homogeneously distributed across the component [9]. 

Level-Set Method 

The level set method represents a numerical method for the representation and 

tracking of moving interfaces [10]. Thereby, the interface is represented as a 

zero-level set (points with value equal zero) of a scalar function in higher 

dimension, which is called the level set function (LSF). The interface, for 

example, can represent a curve in 2D or a surface in 3D. An advantage of the 

level set method is modeling the interfaces with implicit functions, which 

automatically handles phenomena in the topology of the moving interface, such 

as intersections. [11] Thus, no additional revision of the interface is necessary 

compared to an explicit description. A very frequently used LSF is the signed 

distance function (SDF), which represents at each point the signed distance to 

the interface. The sign of the SDF indicates whether the point is inside or 

outside the zero-level set. [12] 
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a) Initial interface  

(zero-level set)   

b) Propagating 

interface 

c) Further propagating 

interface 

Figure 2: Level set representation of a propagating 2D interface (blue line) with SDF (red) 

according to [11] 

Figure 2 illustrates the principle of the level set method by means of a 

propagating interface in 2D, which initially consists of two circles (see Figure 

2 a)). The interface is illustrated as a blue line and propagates in the normal 

direction (see Figure 2 b) und c)). As Figure 2 b) und c) show, there are no 

overlapping circles, but interfaces adapted to the topology. Thus, with the use 

of the SDF it is possible to generate isolines in 2D or isosurfaces in 3D, which 

automatically consider phenomena like intersections in the topology. 

3. Aim of Research 

While SLM has great potential in terms of design flexibility, the systematic 

approach to the manufacturing process results in three areas in the component 

with varying porosity. This has a negative effect on the elastic material 

properties and thus the overall stiffness of the SLM component. Furthermore, 

this leads to the fact that there is not a homogeneous material distribution in the 

entire component, instead only locally in the respective three areas. As a result, 

it is not possible to consider the material properties directly in a standard 

topology optimization. It is therefore necessary to develop an optimization 

method that considers the three porous areas and the associated material 

properties during topology optimization in each design cycle. Hereby these 

material properties are included in the calculation of the objective function. 

Through this consideration, the synergies between SLM and topology 

optimization can be used in a constructive manner. The basic structure of the 

optimization method is already developed for 2D components, but considering 

only two instead of three porous areas [13]. This article therefore focuses on 

the extension of the optimization method to 3D components and the 

consideration of the three porous areas described. Furthermore, the influence of 

different parameters such as the additional consideration of a minimum wall 

thickness is investigated and the effect on the optimization results analyzed. 
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4. 3D-Topology Optimization Method 

In order to include the influence of the porous areas caused by SLM and thus 

varying material properties in a topology optimization, the 2D optimization 

method was further developed to 3D components. To ensure that the varying 

material properties can be integrated during the topology optimization running 

in Abaqus, it is necessary to interrupt the optimization in every design cycle 

[14]. During this interruption, three steps are performed, which allow an 

iterative consideration of the three porous areas and associated material 

properties:  

1. Exporting the smoothed interim result of the current optimization 

iteration. 

2. Generate the three porous areas by calculating two offsets using a 

SDF and assigning the material properties to the areas. 

3. Mapping these material properties to the initial topology optimization 

mesh. 

In the first step, the smoothed surface of the interim result of the current 

optimization iteration is exported, resulting in a triangle mesh in Standard 

Triangulation Language (STL) format (see Figure 3 a)).  

 

a) Smoothed interim result of the current optimization iteration including the bounding box 

   

b) Offset 1 c) Offset 2 

Figure 3: Creation of the offsets 

In the second step, the boundaries of the three areas, i.e. between contour and 

interface area (offset 1) and between interface and hatching area (offset 2) are 

Bounding Box 
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calculated. Therefore a spatial grid is created within a bounding box, which is 

placed around the smoothed surface mesh from step one (see Figure 3 a)). To 

compute the SDF, the distance of each grid point from the surface mesh is 

calculated. For this calculation of the SDF, it is necessary to capture the 

distance between a point in space and a triangle [15]. In addition, the sign of 

the SDF, which indicates whether a point is inside or outside the smoothed 

geometry, must be determined. For this purpose the principle of the Winding 

Numbers is used [16]. Using the signed distance calculated in this way for each 

grid point to the nearest triangle, the surface meshes of the two offsets can be 

generated based on the resulting signed distance field (see Figure 3 b) and c)). 

These are generated using the Marching Tetrahedra (MT) algorithm [17]. 

After the surface meshes (smoothed interim result and offsets) are created (see 

Figure 4 a)), the areas between them are meshed with tetrahedral elements. 

Subsequently, the generated tetrahedral elements are assigned to the three areas 

(see Figure 4 b)) and the material properties within them are determined. 

       

a) Surface meshes: Smoothed interim result 

(black), Offset 1 (blue) and Offset 2 

(green) 

b) Meshing and assigning of the porous 

areas: Contour (dark green), Interface 

(grey) and Hatching (light green) 

Figure 4: Generation, meshing and assigning of the SLM-specific porous areas on the basis of 

the smoothed interim result 

In order to consider the SLM-specific material properties in the respective 

areas of the finite element analysis (FEA) of the topology optimization, in the 

third step of the interruption these material properties are mapped from the FE 

mesh generated in step two (see Figure 5 a)) to the initial FE mesh of the 

topology optimization.        

 

 

 
 

a) In step two created FE mesh  b) Initial FE mesh of the 

topology optimization 

Figure 5: Sectional view of the material properties mapped via MapLib during topology 

optimization 

Contour 

Hatching 

Interface 

Orphans 
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Therefore, the mapper software MapLib of Fraunhofer Institute for Algorithms 

and Scientific Computing (SCAI) is used [18]. As a result, the initial FE mesh 

of the topology optimization is provided with the Young's moduli of the 

individual elements (see Figure 5 b)). Elements (orphans), which are shown in 

cyan in Figure 5 b), get an E-modulus which is approximately 0, because they 

do not contribute to the load conduction and have already been eliminated by 

the optimization. 

The described three steps are performed in each iteration of the topology 

optimization and thus the three areas created by the SLM are taken into 

account. These three steps are carried out until the optimization reaches a 

convergence criterion or a maximum number of iterations.  

5. Results and Discussion 

Modeling Setup 

A simple bending beam serves as the FE model for investigating the influence 

of the three porous areas in the topology optimization. The beam consists of a 

fixed-loose bearing at the lower side edges and a predefined displacement d of 

0.2 mm of all nodes in the center of the upper surface (see Figure 6). 

 

Figure 6: 3-point bending beam including dimensions, clamping and loading 

The sensitivity-based optimization approach is chosen since it provides a 

greater choice of objective functions. As meshing, tetrahedral elements with a 

quadratic basis function are selected to compensate the stiffening effect of the 

tetrahedral elements. The global element edge length is 1.0 mm, since the 

contour and interface areas are specified with a thickness of 2.0 mm each. By 

choosing 1.0 mm as the element edge length, it is possible to ensure that there 

are at least two elements in each of the areas across the thickness. AlSi10Mg 

with a Young's modulus of 70 GPa, a poisson ratio of 0.35 and hence a shear 

modulus of 26 GPa is used as the material in the hatching area. The contour 

area has an approximately 10 % higher Young's modulus and shear modulus 

(77 GPa and 28.5 GPa) and the interface area has an approximately 8 % lower 

Young's modulus and shear modulus (64.5 GPa and 24 GPa). This correlation 

40 mm 

40 mm 

100 mm 
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was derived from material characterization experiments. Since this paper 

focuses on the fundamental influence of the iterative consideration of the three 

areas, the respective material properties are assumed isotropic. 

Optimization Parameters 

The objective function of the optimization represents the maximization of the 

stiffness at a given volume reduction to a relative final volume of 40 %. The 

following two cases are investigated:  

Optimization case 1: Maximization of the stiffness 

Optimization case 2: Maximization of the stiffness while considering a 

minimum wall thickness 

In optimization case 2 the minimum wall thickness is defined as 9 mm. This 

thickness results from the assumption that all three porous areas must prevail at 

every point of the component. This means that a closed volume over its 

thickness must always consists of the three porous areas in the following order: 

Contour, interface, hatching, interface and contour (see Figure 1 a)). Both 

optimization cases are carried out with the iterative consideration of the three 

porous areas including their associated material properties by using the 

developed 3D topology optimization method as well as without their 

consideration, by means of a standard topology optimization. The latter 

receives the isotropic material properties of the hatching area as input. 

Static FE-Analysis 

In order to compare the results of the topology optimization quantitatively, 

each topology optimization is followed by a static FE-Analysis under the same 

boundary conditions and loads. The resulting designs, including porous areas 

and associated material properties of the topology optimization (see Figure 7 

a)) are transferred to the FE mesh of the static analysis (see Figure 7 b)) using 

MapLib. 

 

 

 

 
 

a) Mesh containing the porous areas 

basing on the result of the 

topology optimization 

 b) Mesh for the static FE-Analysis 

Figure 7: Sectional view of the material properties transferred via MapLib for the static 

analysis 

Contour 

Hatching 

Interface 

Orphans 
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Compared to the initial mesh, the mesh for the static analysis is significantly 

finer in order to reduce inaccuracies through mapping. The designs of the 

standard topology optimization also contain these porous areas as well as their 

associated material properties to map the manufacturing process as well. Here, 

the mapping is the same as described in chapter 4. For quantitative comparison 

of the designs from the topology optimizations, the strain energy is used, which 

corresponds to the elastic energy absorbed by the system. For a given 

displacement, a higher strain energy is equivalent to greater component 

stiffness. 

Optimization Results 

In the following, the results of the two optimization cases are presented. In 

each case, the resulting designs of the topology optimization considering the 

porous areas as well as the standard topology optimization are compared and 

discussed, taking into account the results from the static FE analyses. It should 

be noted that Figure 8 b) and Figure 9 b) already contain the material 

assignments of the three areas (contour: dark green, interface: gray, hatching: 

light green) required for the static FE analyses, even if these are not considered 

in the standard topology optimization itself. They serve the purpose of better 

illustration and evaluation. 

First, the resulting designs of optimization case 1 for the topology optimization 

considering the porous areas (see Figure 8 a)) and the standard topology 

optimization (see Figure 8 b)) are visualized and discussed. 

 

          

a) Iterative consideration of the porous 

areas in the topology optimization (full 

and sectional view) 

b) Standard topology optimization (full and 

sectional view) 

Figure 8: Resulting designs for optimization case 1 including the porous areas 

Considering the standard topology optimization, it shows that a kind of double-

T beam (see sectional view Figure 8 b)) appears in the center as well as locally 

distributed struts. This is due to the uniaxial bending load case and reflects a 

conventional design for bending loads. In contrast, the results of the 

optimization considering the porous areas iteratively indicate that a kind of 

hollow profile results. This becomes particularly apparent on the long sides of 

the beam. In addition, this optimization results in the formation of a rib-like 
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structure on the upper inside (see sectional view Figure 8 a)) of the beam. This, 

like the hollow profile, contributes to an increase in the surface area and thus to 

more material in the contour area. The increased surface area is a result of the 

improved material properties in the contour area and is therefore preferred by 

the optimizer. Along with the qualitative analysis of the surface, the 

quantitative evaluation of the percentages of the three areas in the overall 

volume shows that the contour area is about 6% larger and the interface area 

about 6% smaller, taking porous areas into account, compared to the standard 

optimization. The volume fraction of the hatching area is equal in both results.  

Therefore, it can be stated that in optimization case 1, the contour area is 

maximized while the interface area is minimized. This approach of the 

optimizer implies plausibility, since improved material properties lead to 

improved overall stiffness. This effect of the improved overall stiffness 

becomes clear through the static analysis. For the volume-specific strain energy 

[mJ/mm³], the overall stiffness of the optimized beam considering the porous 

areas increases by about 1.5 %. The material input is the same for both 

optimizations and the improvement in stiffness derives from the targeted 

distribution of the porous areas in the beam. 

However, as a result of the restriction-free optimization and the associated 

maximization of the surface, there are numerous regions in the beam that are 

exclusively assigned to the contour area. Due to this, the three areas created in 

the SLM are not maintained in the entire beam and thus do not reflect the 

manufacturing process. To prevent or limit this deviation, a minimum wall 

thickness of 9 mm is defined in optimization case 2 (see Chapter Optimization 

Parameters). The aim is to ensure that all three porous areas occur across the 

cross-section.  

The effect of a minimum wall thickness is reflected in optimization case 2 and 

shows the resulting design of the beam considering the porous areas (see 

Figure 9 a)) as well as the standard topology optimization (see Figure 9 b)).  

          

a) Iterative consideration of the porous 

areas in the topology optimization (full 

and sectional view) 

b) Standard topology optimization (full and 

sectional view) 

Figure 9: Resulting designs for optimization case 2 including the porous areas 

It is striking that the difference between the resulting designs is significantly 

smaller than in optimization case 1. Both designs have a kind of truss structure 
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in which the applied force is dissipated directly into the mounts and are similar 

to the result in Figure 8 b), but without vertical struts in the center of the beam. 

The main difference between the designs in Figure 9 consists in the fact that 

the optimizer still tries to maximize the surface when considering the porous 

areas. This becomes clear, for example, when the top of the beam has 

indentations (see Figure 9 a)), whereas the standard topology optimization 

produces a smooth surface. As before, this is supported by a quantitative 

evaluation of the percentage shares of the three areas in the overall volume. 

The design from Figure 9 a) has about 6 % more contour area and about 6 % 

less interface area compared to Figure 9 b). However, it is noticeable that the 

hatching area in this optimization case is 10 % larger than in optimization 

case 1 and is caused by the specified minimum wall thickness. 

The static analysis of the two designs shows that the results are also closer to 

each other here, with an approximately 1.0 % higher weight-specific strain 

energy when the porous areas are taken into account. Therefore, it can be stated 

that by choosing a minimum wall thickness, the design freedom is limited in 

such a way that the optimizer has less possibilities to increase the surface. This 

has a detrimental effect on the increase in overall stiffness compared to a 

standard topology optimization with the same material input. This effect can be 

explained on the basis of the selected parameters. By choosing a volume 

reduction of 60 % and at the same time limiting the minimum wall thickness to 

9 mm, the optimizer retains fewer options, since the main load path must first 

be filled with material. With the selected dimensions of the beam, this takes up 

a large part of the available volume and thus limits the possibilities of the 

optimizer.  

Therefore, in the future, further parameter investigations will be carried out 

with regard to the volume reduction as well as the minimum wall thickness. In 

addition, the selected combination of volume reduction and minimum wall 

thickness in conjunction with the rather coarsely selected areas (contour and 

interface) explain why the hatching area is not or only partially present in the 

lower area of the two bars (see sectional view Figure 9). Here, the optimizer 

lacks available volume. However, this effect can be circumvented, for example, 

by a thinner choice of the porous areas or a lower volume reduction and will be 

adapted in the future to the thicknesses of the areas derived from experimental 

tests. The minimum wall thickness thus represents a way of taking the three 

porous areas in the optimization method into account in order to represent the 

manufacturing process. 

6. Conclusion and Outlook 

SLM offers a high degree of design flexibility, but it also entails three porous 

areas in the final component. In order to consider these in the early stages of 

product development when choosing a product design, this article presents an 

optimization method. The porous areas including their material properties, 
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assumed to be isotropic in this article, are iteratively considered in a topology 

optimization. For this purpose, it is necessary to interrupt the optimization after 

each iteration and export the smoothed interim result. Subsequently, the 

calculation of the three porous areas as well as the assignment of their material 

properties is carried out. Finally, the material properties are mapped to the 

original optimization mesh to be available to the optimizer for the calculation 

of the next iteration. 

The article shows that by the presented method the specific consideration of the 

areas can be reliably applied to arbitrary components. The consideration leads 

to a maximization of the components surface. This results in stiffer designs 

using the same amount of material compared to a standard topology 

optimization. In order to always have all three porous areas present in the 

optimization, the restriction of a minimum wall thickness can be introduced. 

Here, the surface area is still maximized, resulting also in a stiffer overall 

design. However, this restriction leads to a limitation in the freedom of the 

optimizer and the stiffness increase turns out to be smaller. Furthermore, a 

dependence of the resulting designs on the selected parameters volume 

reduction and minimum wall thickness is evident. These parameters will be 

examined in more detail in future studies and their effect on the stiffness 

increase will be investigated. 

In addition, the material properties of the porous areas will not be assumed 

isotropic in the future, but will be modeled with the results from experimental 

tests. Also, overhangs will be considered and modeled separately. Furthermore, 

a strength restriction will be introduced in the optimization and its effect on the 

resulting designs investigated.  
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